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Abstract
Recently, experiments have demonstrated that simple binary arithmetic and logical operations can be computed by the process of selfassembly of DNA tiles. In this paper, we show how the tile assembly process can be used for subtraction and division. In order to achieve
this aim, four systems, including the comparator system, the duplicator system, the subtraction system, and the division system, are proposed to compute the diﬀerence and quotient of two input numbers using the tile assembly model. This work indicates that these systems
can be carried out in polynomial time with optimal O(1) distinct tile types in parallel and at very low cost. Furthermore, we provide a
scheme to factor the product of two prime numbers, and it is a breakthrough in basic biological operations using a molecular computer
by self-assembly.
 2008 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since the seminal work of Adleman on the Hamiltonian
path problem [1], the ﬁeld of DNA-based computing has
experienced a ﬂowering growth and leaves us with a rich
legacy. Given its vast parallelism and high-density storage,
DNA computing approaches have been employed to solve
many combinatorial optimization problems. However,
most of these proposals implement the computation by
performing a series of biochemical reactions on a set of
DNA molecules, which requires human intervention at
each step. Thus, each of the steps require a large amount
of time compared with the computation steps of an electronic computer.
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The self-assembly process, deﬁned as the autonomous
organization of components into structurally well-deﬁned
aggregates, is characterized by numerous beneﬁcial attributes. It is cost eﬀective, versatile, facile, and the process
occurs towards the system’s thermodynamic minima,
resulting in stable and robust structures [2]. There are
numerous diﬀerent mechanisms by which self-assembly of
molecules and nanoclusters can be accomplished, such as
electrostatic and surface forces, chemical interactions,
hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions, and biomolecule-mediated self-assembly techniques. Simple self-assembly schemes have been already widely used in chemical
syntheses, and it has been suggested that more complicated
schemes will ultimately be useful for circuit fabrication,
nanorobotics, and amorphous computing [3,4]. Winfree
et al. ﬁrst proposed the idea of computation by self-assembled tiles. Because DNA tiles can be more easily ‘‘programmed” to incorporate the constraints of a given
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problem, it is possible to exercise some degree of control in
the test tubes, thus avoiding the considerable waste of
materials that characterize the traditional approach, and
therefore parallel computation can be enhanced by the
self-assembling process where information is encoded in
DNA tiles. The relation of DNA computation to selfassembling structures was developed in the mid 1990s
through the large theoretical and experimental work of
Winfree et al. [5,6], Seeman [7], Reif [8], and Rozenberg
and Spaink [9]. Currently, computational systems based
on self-assembly were demonstrated in both 1-D arrangements called ‘‘string tiles” [5,10] and 2-D lattices of DNA
[6]. Other stable forms of nucleic acids include Z-DNA,
non-migrating Holliday junctions, and duplexes with triple
crossovers or ‘‘pseudoknots” [7,11,12]. For 2-D self-assembly, Winfree proposed the tile assembly model [6], and
demonstrated that it is Turing universal by showing that
a tile system can simulate Wang tiles [13], which Robinson
has shown to be universal [14]. The tile assembly model is a
formal model for the self-assembly of molecules that are
constrained to self-assemble on a square lattice. It is an
extension of the theory of tiling by Wang tiles [13] to
include a speciﬁc mechanism for growth based on the physics of molecular self-assembly.
The application and adaptation of those results using
DNA have been pursued by various groups. The ﬁrst
experimental demonstrations of computation using DNA
tile assembly were in Ref. [12], which gave a two-layer, linear assembly of TX tiles that executed a bit-wise cumulative XOR computation. Barish et al. [15] provided a
DNA implementation of a tile system that copies an input
and counts in binary. Cook et al. [16] used the tile assembly
model to implement arbitrary circuits. Similarly, Rothemund et al. [17] demonstrated DNA implementation of a
tile system that computes the XOR function, resulting in
a Sierpinski triangle. Brun [18] proposed and theoretically
studied the systems that compute the sums and products
of two numbers using the tile assembly model. He found
that in the tile assembly model, adding and multiplying
can be done using O(1) tiles, and that both computations
can be carried out in a linear time. Then, he combined these
systems to create two new systems with more complex
behavior for factoring integer numbers and for deciding
subset sum problems [19,20].
Here, we propose two systems to compute the diﬀerence
and quotient of two input numbers using the tile assembly
model with O(1) tiles, and these systems can be carried out
in polynomial time. Furthermore, we provide a scheme to
factor the product of two prime numbers, and the design
protocols to execute integer factoring are also described.
2. DNA tiles and self-assembly
DNA nanostructures provide a programmable methodology for bottom-up nano-scale construction of patterned
structures, utilizing macromolecular building blocks called
DNA tiles based on branched DNA. These tiles have sticky

ends that match the sticky ends of other DNA tiles, facilitating further assembly into larger structures known as
DNA tiling lattices.
2.1. Physical implementation of Wang tiles
Computation and self-assembly are connected by the
theory of tiling, of which Wang tiles [13] are a prime example. The theory of Wang tiles showed that square tiles with
colored edges can emulate a Turing machine, if they are
allowed to assemble in a way that would cover the plane
according to the additional rule of the same color edges
having to face each other. Branched DNA molecules provide a direct physical motivation for the tile assembly
model. There is also a logical equivalence between DNA
sticky ends and Wang tile edges. Winfree and Seeman
[10] introduced DNA tiles to demonstrate the feasibility
of computing through the self-assembly of DNA tiles.
These DNA tiles have unpaired ends of DNA strands sticking out, and through these ‘‘sticky” ends they can attach
themselves with other tiles having the Watson–Crick complementary sticky ends. Thus, these tiles can stick with one
another to assemble into complex superstructures, and
through this process they can compute in a way similar
to Wang tiles. A variety of diﬀerent DNA tile types had
been used in previous assemblies, including DX molecules
[5], TX molecules [21], and parallelograms produced from
Holliday junction analogues [11]. Fig. 1 gives some structures of DNA tiles.
2.2. Molecular self-assembly processes
Molecular self-assembly is the ubiquitous process by
which simple objects autonomously assemble into intricate
complexes. It has been suggested that intricate self-assembly processes will ultimately be used in circuit fabrication,
nanorobotics, DNA computing, and amorphous computing [22].
There are three basic steps that deﬁne a process of
molecular self-assembly [23]: r Molecular recognition, elementary molecules selectively bind to others. s Growth,
elementary molecules or intermediate assemblies are the
building blocks that bind to each other following a sequential or hierarchical assembly. Cooperativity and non-linear
behavior often characterize this process. t Termination, a
built-in halting feature is required to specify the completion
of the assembly. In practice, their growth is interrupted by
physical and/or environmental constraints. Molecular selfassembly has the following three characteristics [23]: r
Molecular self-assembly is a time-dependent process and
because of this, temporal information and kinetic control
may play a role in the process before thermodynamic stability is reached. s Molecular self-assembly is also a highly
parallel process, where many copies of diﬀerent molecules
bind simultaneously to form intermediate complexes. t
Another characteristic of a molecular self-assembly is that
the hierarchical build-up of complex assemblies allows one
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Fig. 1. DNA tiles. (a) The DX molecules; (b) the TX molecules; (c) the other DNA tile known as the 4  4 crossover tile.

to intervene at each step, either to suppress the following
one, or to orient the system towards a diﬀerent pathway.
2.3. Models for algorithmic self-assembly
The abstract tile assembly model, which provides a rigorous framework for analyzing algorithmic self-assembly,
was originally proposed by Rothemund and Winfree [24].
It extends the theoretical model of tiling by Wang [13] to
include a mechanism for growth based on the physics of
molecular self-assembly. This model considers the assembly of rigid square objects or tiles.
Formally, a tile over a set of binding domains R is a 4tuple {rN, rE, rS, rW} 2 R4, indicating the binding
domains on the north, east, south and west sides. A position is an element of Z2 . The set of directions D = {N, E,
S, W} is a set of four functions from positions to positions,
i.e. Z2 to Z2 such that for all positions (x, y), N(x, y) = (x,
y + 1), E(x, y) = (x + 1, y), S(x, y) = (x, y  1), and W(x,
y) = (x  1, y). The positions (x, y) and (x0 , y0 ) are neighbors if $d 2 D such that d(x, y) = (x0 , y0 ). For a tile t,
for d 2 D, we refer to bdd(t) as the binding domain of tile
t on the d’s side. According to this deﬁnition, tiles may
not be rotated. A special tile empty = {null, null, null, null}
represents the absence of all other tiles.
The binding domains determine the interaction between
tiles, that is, when two tiles may be placed next to each
other. A function g: R2 to R, where null 2 R, is a strength
function that denotes the strength of the binding domains,
which may be 0, 1, or 2 (called null, weak, and strong
bonds, respectively). If "r, r0 2 R, then g(r, r0 ) = g(r0 , r)
and g(null, r) = 0.
Let T be a ﬁnite set of tile types containing the empty
tile. A conﬁguration of T is a map from Z2 to T. Given a
set of seed tile types C, a seed conﬁguration of C is a
map from Z2 to C. A tile system is a quadruple
S ¼ ðT ; S; g; sÞ, where T, g, S are the same as those mentioned above, and s P 0 is the temperature.
If F is a conﬁguration, then within system S, a tile t can
attach to F at position (x, y) and produce a new conﬁguration F0 if: r F(x, y) = empty; s Rd2D gðbd d ðtÞ; bd d 1
ðF ðdðx; yÞÞÞÞ P s, where d1 denotes the d’s opposite direction, for example, N and S are opposite directions, E and
W are opposite directions; t "ðu; vÞ 2 Z2 ; ðu; vÞ–
ðx; yÞ ) F 0 ðu; vÞ ¼ F ðu; vÞ; u F0 (x, y) = t. That is, a tile
can attach to a conﬁguration only in empty positions and

if the total strength of the appropriate binding domains
on the tiles in neighboring positions meets or exceeds the s.
Given a tile system S ¼ ðT ; S; g; sÞ, if the above-mentioned conditions are satisﬁed, one may attach tiles of T
to S. Conﬁgurations produced by repeated attachments
of tiles from T are said to be produced by S on S. If this
process terminates, then the conﬁguration achieved when
no more attachments are possible is called the ﬁnal conﬁguration. If for all sequences of tile attachments, all possible
ﬁnal conﬁgurations are identical, then S is said to produce
a unique ﬁnal conﬁguration on S.
2.4. Programming self-assembly of DNA tilings
A tiling is an arrangement of a few tiles that ﬁt together
perfectly in the inﬁnite plane. Programming DNA selfassembly of tilings amounts to the design of the pads
(sticky ends) of DNA tiles, ensuring that only the adjacent
pads of neighboring tiles are complementary, so that tiles
assemble together as intended. The use of pads with complementary base sequences allows the neighbor relations
of tiles in the ﬁnal assembly to be intimately controlled;
thus the only large-scale superstructures formed during
assembly are those that encode valid mappings of input
to output. The progress of self-assembly of DNA tilings
can be carried out by the following four steps [23]: r Mixing the input oligonucleotides to form the DNA tiles, s
allowing the tiles to self-assemble into superstructures, t
ligating strands that have been co-localized, u performing
a single separation to identify the correct output.
3. The construction of subtractor and divider
Subtraction and division are fairly basic operators for
any computing model. Here, we will describe two tile systems: subtraction and division. As we know, a division
operation is carried out by successive compare, shift, and
subtract operations. This indicates that compare and shift
operations must be ﬁnished before the corresponding subtraction operation is done. Therefore, we will ﬁrst deﬁne
two small systems that perform pieces of necessary computation building up division function. The ﬁrst system,
which is called the comparator system, compares the size
of two input numbers (this system will be used before the
corresponding subtraction operation is done in the divider
tile system). The second system, which is called the duplica-
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tor system, copies appointed information when the minuend is smaller compared with the subtrahend in the divider
tile system. Then, a subtractor system will be described.
Finally, we will add a few other tiles that ensure that computations go as planned, and combine these systems to create a new system that executes the division operation for
two input numbers; the quotient and remainder will be
obtained. All the systems use O(1) distinct tiles. As for
the proofs of the systems’ correctness, we can refer to the
unique ﬁnal conﬁguration corollary [18]. The corollary
states that if all the tiles in a system have unique east-south
or west-south binding domain pairs, then on some seed
conﬁgurations, that system always produces a unique ﬁnal
conﬁguration.
Suppose that an unsigned integer p is represented as a kbit number, pk1. . .p0, where the value of each bit pi is
either one or zero for 0 6 i 6 k1. The bits pk1 and p0
represent, respectively, the most signiﬁcant bit and the least
signiﬁcant bit for p. Here, we will use four types of tiles to
encode the two input numbers in all systems which will be
described. Let the set of these tiles be C = {D00 = h00, null,
null, nulli, D01 = h01, null, null, nulli, D10 = h10, null, null,
nulli, D11 = h11, null, null, nulli}. A graphical representation of C is shown in Fig. 2, the value in the middle of each
tile t represents that tile’s v(t) value. For these tiles with
two-bit binding domains bd, let bdL be the ﬁrst bit and
bdR be the second bit of the binding domain. Let p and q
be two k-bit input numbers, then for tile t 2 C, the bd LN ðtÞ
encoding the value of the bit pi is stored in the tile, and
the bd RN ðtÞ encoding the value of the bit qi is stored along
with each bit pi. The conﬁguration for two k-bit input numbers is shown in Fig. 2(b), where piqi denotes the conjoint
of bit pi and qi. Two special tiles called boundary tiles
encoding the symbols S0 (with a strong bond and three null
bonds) and E0 (with a weak bond, and three null bonds) are
used to denote the start and the end of input numbers,
respectively. They set limits on the extent of the calculation
or patterning, which will facilitate a modular approach to
the process. The strength of the binding domains for the
side with the double line is set to be 2. In terms of every system’s computing order, the positions of S0 and E0 will be

a
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D10

e
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(pk-1

qk-1) (pk-2 qk-2)

p1q1
(p1

Lemma 1. Let RR = {00, 01, 10, 11, <, =, >}, and TR be the
set of tiles as defined in Fig. 3(b), let gR = 1, sR = 2, and SR
be a seed configuration. Let p and q be the numbers to be
compared, kp and kq be the sizes of p and q in bits,
respectively. Let k = max(kp, kq). If kq < k, the number q
needs to be padded to be k bits long with extra 0 in the q’s
high bit, and if kp < k, the number p needs to be padded to be
k bits long with extra 0 in the p’s high bit. Let
SR ¼ ðT R ; S R ; gR ; sR Þ, then there exists some (x0 ; y 0 Þ 2 Z2
such that SR(x0 + 1, y0  1) = E0, SR(x0  k, y0  1) = S0,

=

u

E0

pk-1qk-1 pk-2qk-2

The system compares the two input numbers and determines their relationship which is less than (<), greater than
(>), or equals (=). It compares the two input numbers bitby-bit from the highest bit to the lowest bit until the relationship is determined. Here, we will describe the comparator tile system which uses O(1) distinct tiles in a linear
time to compare the size of two input numbers.
Fig. 3 depicts the concept behind the tiles and the 12
actual tiles with south and west sides as the input sides
and the east side as the output side in the comparator tile
system. The symbols on the sides of the tiles indicate the
binding domains of these sides. The value in the middle
of each tile t indicates its v(t) value. The concept includes
variables a, b, and u; here, a, b 2 {0, 1}, u 2 {=, <, >}.
Let r(a, b) denote the relationship of variables a and b.
The output value R(u, a, b) depends on r(a, b) and u, if
the value of u is =, then the value of R(u, a, b) is the same
as that of r(a, b); otherwise, the value of R(u, a, b) is the
same as that of u. The four boundary tiles used in the comparator tile system are shown in Fig. 4. Each tile’s name is
written on its top. The strength of the binding domains for
the side with the double line is set to be 2. The seed conﬁguration SR for all the possible two input numbers and a
sample seed conﬁguration which encodes two numbers,
p = 10100112 and q = 10001012, are also shown in Fig. 4.
The start tile (boundary tile), which is described as the
starting point, is on the left side. Fig. 4(d) gives the ﬁnal
conﬁguration for the example of 10100112 and 10001012
with the result > encoded on the right boundary tile b3.

q1)

p0q0
(p0

q0)

e
E0

Fig. 2. The tiles representation of two input numbers. (a) A graphical
representation of C; (b) the conﬁguration for two k-bit input numbers.
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Fig. 3. The tiles in TR. (a) The concept behind the tiles; (b) the 12 actual
tiles.
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Fig. 4. Seed conﬁguration SR and a sample of SR . (a) Four boundary tiles; (b) the seed conﬁguration SR; (c) a sample seed conﬁguration; (d) the ﬁnal
conﬁguration for the example of 10100112 and 10001012 with the result >.

SR(x0  k, y0) = SL; for all i 2 {0, 1, . . ., k  1},
bdN(SR(x0  i, y0  1)) = piqi, for all other positions (x, y),
SR(x, y) = empty. Then, SR produces a unique final configuration FR based on SR and can determine the relationship of
two input numbers, and the assembly time is O(k). In the
following divider system, the divisor when compared with the
dividend will be right shifted with a bit position.

Ri + 1(p, q) is =, then the value of Ri(p, q) is the same as
the value of r(pi, qi); otherwise, the value of Ri(p, q) is the
same as the value of Ri + 1(p, q). For all 0 6 i 6 k  1, SR
and FR agree on (i, 1), (k, 1) and (k, 0). Therefore,
bdN(FR(i, 1)) = piqi. From the deﬁnition of SR, the
bdE(FR(k, 0)) is =, the bdE(FR((k1),0)) = r(pi, qi). If
$j 6 k1, pj – qj, and for all i > j, pi and qi are equal, then
for all i > j, bdE(FR((i, 0))) is =, for all 0 6 i 6 j,
bdE(FR(i, 0)) = r(pj, qj); otherwise, for all 0 6 i 6 k  1,
bdE(FR(i, 0)) is =. When the relationship is determined
and right boundary tile ER = hnull, null, e, bdE(FR(0, 0))i
attaches to the position (1, 0), the comparing process will
terminate. This indicates that SR can produce a unique
ﬁnal conﬁguration on SR and give the relationship of two
input numbers.
Because sR = 2, only a tile with two neighbors may
attach at any time in this system, and so no tile may attach
until its left neighbor has. Thus, the assembly time is k + 1
steps to compare two k-bit numbers.

Proof. Consider the tile system SR . Let CR = {D00 = h00,
null, null, nulli, D01 = h01, null, null, nulli, D10 = h10, null,
null, nulli, D11 = h11, null, null, nulli, S0 = hss, null, null,
nulli, E0 = he, null, null, nulli, SL = hnull, =ss, nulli}. Let
the seed conﬁguration SR: Z2 to CR be
8
S R ð1; 1Þ ¼ E0
>
>
>
>
>
>
< S R ðk; 1Þ ¼ S 0 ; and S R ðk; 0Þ ¼ SL
8i 2 f0; . . . ; k  1g; S R ði; 1Þ ¼ Dpi qi
>
>
>
For all other ðx; yÞ 2 Z2 ; S R ðx; yÞ ¼ empty
>
>
>
:

It is clear that there is only a single position where a tile
may attach to SR, and after that tile attaches there will be
only a single position where a tile may attach, too. By
induction, because "t 2 TR, the duple hbdS(t), bdW(t)i is
unique, and because sR = 2, it follows that SR produces a
unique ﬁnal conﬁguration FR on SR. h

3.2. Duplicator tile system
As we know, the comparison operation starts only from
the highest bit, while the subtract operation starts from the
lowest bit in the division operations. In the process of division, after a round comparing (from the highest bit to the
lowest bit) has been completed, if minuend (dividend) is
less than subtrahend (divisor), the subtrahend (divisor)
needs right shift with one bit. Then, we need to carry out

Let Ri(p, q) denote the relationship of pk  1. . .pi and
qk  1. . .qi. The value of Ri(p, q) depends on r(pi, qi) and
Ri + 1(p, q). Formally, Rk(p, q) is =, and if the value of
b
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Fig. 5. The types of the tiles in T k and an example of Sk . (a) The concept behind the tiles; (b) the actual tiles; (c) the boundary tiles in the system; (d) the
seed conﬁguration Sk; (e) a sample seed conﬁguration; (f) the ﬁnal conﬁguration for the example which encodes two numbers 10100112 and 10001012.
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Fig. 6. The types of the tiles in T_ and an example of S_. (a) The concept behind the computational tiles; (b) the actual tiles; (c) the boundary tiles in the
system; (d) the seed conﬁguration S_; (e) a sample seed conﬁguration; (f) a ﬁnal conﬁguration of 10100112–10001012 with the solution 00011102 encoded
on the top row.

a round copying which will copy the information shifted by
the comparator system from the lowest bit to the highest
bit, so a round comparing can begin from the highest bit
again.
The duplicator tile system simply copies upwards the
input from the bottom row. This is a straightforward system. The concept behind the tiles in the duplicator tile system with east and south sides as the input sides, and with
the west side and the north side as the output sides is
depicted in Fig. 5. The concept includes variables a,
b 2 {0, 1}. The symbols on the sides of the tiles indicate
the binding domains of these sides. The value in the middle of each tile t indicates its v(t) value. The 4 actual tiles
and the two boundary tiles used in the duplicator tile system are also given in Fig. 5. The strength of the binding
domains for the side with the double line is set to be 2.
The seed conﬁguration Sk for all the possible two inputs
and a sample seed conﬁguration which encodes two numbers p = 10100112 and q = 10001012 are shown in
Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(e), respectively. Fig. 5(f) describes a
sample execution of the Sk system.
Lemma 2. Let Rk ¼ f00; 01; 10; 11; kg, and T k be the set of
tiles as defined in Fig. 5(b). Let gk ¼ 1; sk ¼ 2, and S k be a
seed configuration. Let Sk ¼ ðT k ; S k ; gk ; sk Þ, then there exist
some positions (x0 ; y 0 Þ 2 Z2 such that: S k ðx0 þ 1; y 0  1Þ
¼ S 0 ; S k ðx0  k; y 0  1Þ ¼ E0 ; S k ðx0 þ 1; y 0 Þ ¼ SR; for all
i 2 f0; 1; . . . ; k  1g; bd N ðS k ðx0  i; y 0  1ÞÞ ¼ pi qi , for all
a

bc

r

abc d c

r

a

b

s

ss

abc d

a c

b
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SL

Let that ﬁnal conﬁguration be F k . For all 0 6 i 6 k  1,
S k and F k agree on positions (i, 1), (k, 1) and (1, 0).
Therefore, bd N ðF k ði; 1ÞÞ ¼ pi qi , v(F(i, 0)) = piqi, and
bd W ðF k ði; 0ÞÞ ¼ k. Consider the tile t that attaches in
position (0, 0). By the deﬁnition of S k , bd W ðF k ð1; 0ÞÞ ¼ k,
and by the inductive hypothesis, bd N ðF k ð0; 1ÞÞ ¼ p0 q0 .
Thus, t’s east binding domain must be k and the south
binding domain must be bd N ðF k ð0; 1ÞÞ. So, t must be
{null, k, vðF k (0, 1)), k}. The same argument holds for
the tile to the west of the tile, and so on until position
(k, 0), where F k ðk; 0Þ is the special tile encoding the
symbols EL.

b ca

R uab

c

Proof. Consider the tile system Sj . Let Ck ¼ fD00 = h00,
null, null, nulli, D01 = h01, null, null, nulli, D10 = h10, null,
null, nulli, D11 = h11, null, null, nulli, S0 = hss, null, null,
nulli, E0 = he, null, null, nulli, SR = hnull, null, ss, ki}. Let
the seed conﬁguration S k : Z2 to Ck be
8
S k ð1; 1Þ ¼ S 0
>
>
>
>
>
< S k ðk; 1Þ ¼ E0 ; and S k ð1; 0Þ ¼ SR

8i 2 f0; . . . ; k  1g; S k ði; 1Þ ¼ Dpi qi
>
2
>
>
For all other ðx; yÞ 2 Z ; S k ðx; yÞ ¼ empty
>
>
:

c

a

u

other positions (x, y), S k ðx; yÞ ¼ empty. Then Sk produces
a unique final configuration F k on S k and can copy the input
information. The assembly time is O(k).
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Fig. 7. The concepts behind the tiles in TD and the boundary tiles including variables a, f 2 {0, 1}, b, c, d 2 {0, 1, 00 }, u, v 2 {=, <, >} and constants e, ee, s,
ss. (a) Computational tiles; (b) boundary tiles corresponding to the computational tiles. Each tile’s name is written on its top.
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Fig. 8. Two examples of SD . (a) The seed conﬁguration SD; (b) a sample seed conﬁguration which encodes two numbers in binary: p = 1000112,
q = 1012; (c)–(g) the pre-ﬁnal stage of the computation when the last layer representing the result has been computed; (h) the ﬁnal stage of the
computation, the leftmost column reads the solution 01112; (i) another example not divided exactly, where p = 1000112, q = 1102, the quotient and
remainder equal 1012.
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It is obvious that only tiles of T k are in F k . It follows
that Sk copies the information p and q. Because sj ¼ 2,
only a tile with two neighbors may attach at any time,
and therefore, no tile may attach until its right neighbor
has. Thus, the assembly time for this system is k + 1 steps.
3.3. Subtractor tile system
The logic of the subtraction operation is identical to a
series of one-bit full subtractors which consists of three
inputs and two outputs. Two of the input bits represent
minuend and subtrahend bits to be subtracted, respectively.
The third input represents the borrow bit from the previous
higher signiﬁcant position. The ﬁrst output gives the value
of the diﬀerence for minuend and subtrahend bits to be subtracted. The second output gives the value of the borrow bit
to minuend and subtrahend bits to be subtracted.
In the tile system, each solution tile takes two bits from
the inputs on the south side and a borrow bit from the previous solution tile on the east side, and outputs the next borrow bit on the west side. The second output which gives the
value of the diﬀerence for minuend and subtrahend bits will
be described in terms of the type of tile. Then, T_ has only
eight tiles with the east and south sides as the input sides
and the west side as the output side. The type of the tile is
determined by the sum of the inputs, mod 2. Fig. 6(a)
describes the concept behind tiles, the concept includes variables a, b 2 {0, 1}. The eight tiles for all possible binding
domains for the two input sides are given in Fig. 6(b).
The 1 or 0 in the middle of the tile t is that tile’s v(t) value.
Fig. 6(c) shows the two boundary tiles used in the subtractor tile system. They are used to denote the start and the end
of computation. If minuend is less than subtrahend, then
the variable c of the EL tile is 1, otherwise 0 (we only consider the minuend is greater than the subtrahend), the start
tile SR is on the right side. The seed conﬁguration S_ for all
the possible two input numbers, and a sample seed conﬁguration which encodes two numbers: p = 10100112,
q = 10001012 are also shown in Fig. 6. The borrow value
from the (i  1)th bit to the ith bit is denoted by ci(p, q)
(named ‘‘borrower”). We set c0(p, q) = 0, because the borrower c0 does not exist, and so bdW(SR) is 0. Fig. 6(f) shows
the ﬁnal conﬁguration of 1010011210001012 with the solution 00011102 encoded on the top row.
Lemma 3. Let R_ = {0,1,00,01,10,11}. Let T_ be the set of
tiles as defined in Fig. 6(b), let g_ = 1, s_ = 2, and S_ be a
seed configuration. Let p and q be the numbers to subtract
and let k and kq be the sizes, in bits, of p and q, respectively.
If kq<k, the number q needs to be padded to be k bits long
with extra 0 in the q’s high bit. Let S_=(T_, S_, g_, s_).
Then, there exists some (x0, y 0 Þ 2 Z2 such that: S–(x0 + 1,
y01) = S0, S_(x0k, y01) = E0, S_(x0 + 1, y0) = SR; for
all 0 6 i 6 k1, bdN(S_(x0i, y01)) = piqi. For all other
positions (x, y), S_(x, y) = empty. Then, S_ produces a
unique final configuration F_ on S_ to compute the difference
of numbers p and q. The assembly time is O(k).

Proof. Consider the tile system S_. Let C_ = {D00 = h00,
null, null, nulli, D01 = h01, null, null, nulli, D10 = h10, null,
null, nulli, D11 = h11, null, null, nulli, S0 = hss, null, null,
nulli, E0 = he, null, null, nulli, SR = hnull, null, ss, 0i}. Let
the seed conﬁguration S_: Z2 to C_ be
8
S – ð1; 1Þ ¼ S 0
>
>
>
< S ðk; 1Þ ¼ E ; and S ð1; 0Þ ¼ SR
–
0
–
>
8i 2 f0; . . . ; k  1g; S – ði; 1Þ ¼ Dpi qi
>
>
:
For all other ðx; yÞ 2 Z2 ; S – ðx; yÞ ¼ empty
It is obvious that there is only a single position where a
tile may attach to S_. After that tile attaches there will only
be a single position where a tile may attach. By induction,
because "t 2 T_, the duple hbdS(t), bdE(t)i is unique, and
s_ = 2. Thus, it follows that S_ produces a unique ﬁnal
conﬁguration on S_, and the assembly time of this system
is k + 1 steps. h
Let that conﬁguration be F_. For all 0 6 i 6 k1, S_ and
F_ agree on positions (i, 1), (k, 1) and (1, 0). Therefore, bdN(F_(i, 1)) = piqi, v(F_(i, 0)) = (p  q)i and
bdW(F_(i, 0)) = ci + 1(p, q). From the deﬁnition of S_,
bdW(F_(1, 0)) is 0, named c0(p, q). We assume that
bdW(F_((i  1), 0)) = ci(p, q), then bdW(F_(i,
0)) = ci + 1(p, q) and v(F_(i, 0)) = (p  q)i. Let t = F_(i,
0), the value v(t) is XOR(bd LS (t), bdE(t), bd RS ðtÞÞ. Since t binds
with strength 2, bdS(t) = bdN(F_(i, 1)), bdE(t) =
bdW(F_((i  1), 0)), so v(t) is the XOR of ai, bi, and ci(p,
q). The ith bit of p  q is exactly that of XOR. If qi + ci(p,
q)  pi > 0, the binding domain bdW(t) is deﬁned as 1, and
0 otherwise. Thus, for all 1 6 i 6 k  1, v(F_(i, 0)) =
(p  q)i. It is obvious that those are the only tiles of T_ in F_.
3.4. Divider tile system
On many implementations, division is rather slow compared with integer multiplication or other integer arithmetic and logical operations. Division, in binary arithmetic, is
generally accomplished by successive compare, shift and
subtract operations. Therefore, the divider system is a combination of the subtractor system, the duplicator system
and the comparator system. In the system, it will produce
its remainder on the top row and its quotient on the leftmost column. According to its remainder, we can know
the dividend is divisible by a given divisor.
Here, we illustrate how to combine subtractor, duplicator, with comparator systems to create a divider system.
For the most part, each system uses a disjoint set of binding domains, sharing binding domains only where tiles
from the diﬀerent systems are designed to interact. As a
result, tiles from each system have a particular set of positions where they can attach: tiles from TR can only attach
in even rows, tiles from T k and T_ can only attach in odd
rows. In order to share binding domains of these tiles from
the sets TR, T k and T_, we redeﬁned the concepts behind
tiles. Fig. 7(a) shows all the concepts in the TD, the pink
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tiles perform comparing operations, the yellow tiles perform copying operations, viridian tiles perform subtracting
operations, and red tiles are used to store the ﬁnal result of
the computation. The corresponding boundary tiles are
given under these concepts, as shown in Fig. 7(b). These
concepts include variables a, b, c, d, and u. Let p and q
be the dividend and divisor, and k and kq be the sizes, in
bits, of p and q, respectively. If kq < k, the number q needs
to be padded to be k bits long with extra 0 in the q’s low bit.
For convenience, we let 00 denote the padded 0, where the
00 serve as the value 0 in calculation.
In this study, the division is accomplished as follows:
First, a k-bit divisor is compared with a k-bit dividend,
at the same time, the divisor is copied and shifted one bit
position to the right relative to the dividend. If the dividend
is smaller than the k-bit divisor, copying operations will be
carried out. It copies only the dividend and shifted divisor.
After the operations are carried out, a ‘‘zero” is deposited
in the left boundary tile (quotient register) used for the
duplicator tile system. Then, the (k  1)-bit divisor is compared to the dividend again. If the divisor again is greater,
a ‘‘zero” is deposited in the left boundary tile on the top of
the last deposited bit therein. However, the divisor should
be smaller than or equal to the dividend. The divisor is subtracted from the portion of the dividend in question, leaving what is referred to as a partial remainder (PR).
Moreover, a ‘‘one” is deposited in the boundary tile used
for the subtractor system on the top of the last deposited
bit.
This whole process repeats with the divisor compared
with the PR. If the PR is greater than or equal to the divisor, the bit deposited in the quotient register is a ‘‘one” and
a new PR is computed from the subtraction of the divisor
from the old PR; otherwise, copying is done and a ‘‘zero” is
deposited in the quotient register. In each case, the divisor
is right shifted to become a new divisor. Each repetition is
known as an ‘‘iteration”. At the end of any iteration, the
results of the division to that point in time can be found
in the quotient register with the remainder in PR. The process may continue until all extra 00 bits in q have been
removed.
Let us now look at an example of the division operation
by our method. For simplicity, we will consider six bits
number p = 1000112 and three bits number q = 1012. A
sample which encodes two numbers in binary:
p = 1000112, q = 1012 is shown in Fig. 8(h), the leftmost
column reads the solution 01112. Fig. 8(i) shows another
example not divided exactly, where p = 1000112,
q = 1102, the quotient and remainder equal 1012.
Lemma 4. Let RD = {0, 1, 00 , 00, 01, 10, 11, 000 , 100 , 00 1,
00 0, 00 00 , 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111, 000 0, 000 1,
100 0, 100 1, 000 00 , 100 00 , 0=, 1=, 0<, 1<, 0>, 1>, 00 >, 00 =,
00 <}. Let TD be the set of tiles as defined in Fig. 7(a), let
gD = 1, sD = 2, and SD be a seed configuration. For all i 2 N,
let pi, qi 2 {0, 1}, c = p/q. Let SD ¼ ðT D; S D ; gD ; sD Þ. Then
there exists some (x0 ; y 0 Þ 2 Z2 such that: SD(x0 + 1, y0 
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1) = E0, SD(x0  k, y0  1) = S0, SD(x0  k, y0) = SL; for
all i 2 {0, 1, 2, . . ., k  1}, bdN(SD(x0  i, y0  1)) = piqi;
for all other positions (x, y), SD(x, y) = empty. Then, SD
produces a unique final configuration FD on SD and can
compute the quotient of number p and number q.
Proof. Consider the tile system SD . Let CD = {D00 = h00,
null, null, nulli, D01 = h01, null, null, nulli, D10 = h10, null,
null, nulli, D11 = h11, null, null, nulli, D100 ¼ h100 , null, null,
nulli, D000 ¼ h000 , null, null, nulli, S0 = hss, null, null, nulli,
E0 = he, null, null, nulli, SL = hs, 0=, ss, nulli}, where E0,
S0, and SL are boundary tiles. Then, the seed conﬁguration
SD: Z2 to CD is
8
S D ð1; 1Þ ¼ E0
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
S D ðk; 1Þ ¼ S 0 ; and S D ðk; 0Þ ¼ SL
>
>
<
8i 2 f0; . . . ; k  1g; S D ði; 1Þ ¼ Dpi qi

>
>
>
>
>
For all other ðx; yÞ 2 Z2 ; S D ðx; yÞ ¼ empty
>
>
>
>
:
It is clear that there is only a single position where a tile
may attach to SD, and after that tile attaches there will only
be a single position where a tile may attach, too. By induction, "t 2 TD, the hbdS(t), bdE(t)i or hbdW(t), bdS(t)i is
unique. Because sD = 2, it follows that SD produces a
unique ﬁnal conﬁguration on SD. Let the ﬁnal conﬁguration be FD.
Consider the seed conﬁguration SD (such as Fig. 8(b))
which is the same as Fig. 4(a), by Lemma 1, it can produce a unique conﬁguration F 1D (such as Fig. 8(c)) on
SD and determine the relationship (RS1) of two input
numbers. At the end of the comparing, a comparing
boundary tile with compared result RS1 will attach to
position (1, 0).
If the result RS1 is <, then the only copying boundary tile
can attach at the top of that comparative boundary tile. By
Lemma 2, it will produce a unique conﬁguration F 2D (such as
Fig. 8(d)) on F 1D , and copy the dividend and the shifted divisor. At the end of the copying, a copying boundary tile will
attach to position (k, 1). Thereafter, consider the tile t that
attaches to position (k, 2), the bdS(t) must be ss. By the
inductive hypothesis, because sD = 2, t must be BR1, it goes
to the next round comparison.
Otherwise, the only subtracting boundary tile can
attach to the top of that comparing boundary tile. By
Lemma 3, it can produce a unique conﬁguration F 2D on
F 1D and execute the subtraction. At the end of subtraction,
a subtracting boundary tile will attach to position (k, 1).
Thereafter, the tile t that attaches in position (k, 2), the
bdS(t) must be ss. By the inductive hypothesis, because
sD = 2, t must be BR1. It goes to the next round
comparison.
After all extra 00 s are removed from input number q, the
ﬁnal round copy (or subtraction) and comparison have
been implemented. Afterwards, the result tiles will attach
in the last row. The computing is terminated.
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Lemma 5. The assembly time of SD producing a unique final
configuration on SD is O(k2).
Proof. Because sD = 2, only a tile (not boundary tile) with
two neighbors may attach at any time, and so no tile may
attach until its left neighbor (or right neighbor) has. Let c
be the quotient of p divided by q and let kc be the size, in bits,
of c. For each bit of c, a round compare and subtract (or
copy) will be executed, and the time complexity of these
operations is linear. Thus, the assembly time is 2k  kc steps.
Because kc 6 k/kq + 1, the time complexity is O(k2). h

gle assembly, and thus we can take advantage of the
parallelism of self-assembly to execute the trial division
by the divider described in the previous section.
Assuming that in a divider, the length for N, the product
of two prime numbers of k bits is 2k bits. When N is
divided by M, M is one of the two prime numbers if the
remainder is equal to zero. It is obvious that the division
instruction is ﬁnished in parallel through checks by selfk1
assembly
pﬃﬃﬃﬃof DNA tiles whether MjN for M ¼ 2 þ
1; . . . ; b N c, where M is only odd.
4.2. Design protocols to execute integer factoring

4. Application to factoring integers
Parallelism reveals itself in many ways in computation
by self-assembly. Each superstructure may contain information representing a diﬀerent calculation (global parallelism). Due to the extremely small size of DNA strands, as
many as 1018 DNA tiling assemblies may be made simultaneously in a small test tube. Then, it is possible that biological computing will provide a huge amount of parallelism
for dealing with the large scale computationally intensive
problems in the real world [25].
4.1. Factoring integer
The problem of ﬁnding the prime factors of large composite numbers has always been of mathematical interest.
With the advent of the RSA system it is also of practical
importance, because the security of the RSA system
depends on the diﬃculty of factoring the public keys. Factoring a positive integer N means ﬁnding positive integers
u and v such that the product of u and v equals N, and
such that both u and v are greater than 1. Factoring a
composite integer is believed to be a hard problem. That
is, of course, not the case for all composites (composites
with small factors are easy to factor). As yet there is no
ﬁrm mathematical ground on which this assumption can
be based. The only evidence that factoring is hard consists
of our failure so far to ﬁnd a fast and practical factoring
algorithm.
Trial division is the simplest algorithm for factoring an
integer. We assume that u and v are nontrivial factors of
N such that u  v = N and u 6 v. To perform the trial division algorithm,
one simply checks whether ujN for u ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2; . . . ; b N c. When such a divisor u is found, then u = N/
v is also a factor, and a factorization has been found for N.
Recent experimental developments on algorithmic selfassembly using DNA tiles seem to oﬀer the most promising
path towards a potentially useful application of the DNA
computing concept. In some implementations of the tile
assembly model systems, many assemblies happen in parallel. In fact, it is often almost impossible to create only a sinS0

D(N2k-1, Mk-1)

D(Nk-1, M0)

Barua et al. [26] showed how the DNA self-assembly
process can be used for computing ﬁnite ﬁeld multiplication and addition, and they provided the detailed realization scheme using the TAE tile, the TAO tile and the
rotated TX tile. Here, we can make use of a similar
method for the factoring integer. In order to execute practically the integer factoring using the method described in
the previous section, we design the following experimental
protocol.
r Inputting/outputting to tiling assemblies: Input and
output are critical to the practical use of DNA-based
computing. The TX tiles have an interesting property, namely that certain distinguished singlestranded DNA (called scaﬀold or reporter strands)
wind through all the tiles of a tiling assembly. These
strands are used for building up a long strand which
records inputs and outputs for the entire assembly
computations [27]. Here, the numbers N and M
which are in the form of ssDNA as in Fig. 9 can be
converted to appropriate tile structures (as in Fig. 1).
s Encoding: To program a tiling assembly for the
implementation by our design, a key computational challenge in DNA self-assembly is to design
a series of suitable nucleotide DNA sequences to
encode all the symbols used in our computation,
such as S0, E0, D(0, 0), and D(0, 1). The encoded
sequences (and their complementary sequences)
must be suﬃciently diﬀerent from each other.
Abundant algorithms and software have been
developed to design DNA sequences which can
correctly assemble into desired DNA secondary
structures in the DNA computing community
[28–30].
t Constructing the initial input DNA tiles: The form
of the inputs DNA strands is shown in Fig. 9.
Now, we encode all possible numbers by joining
together the diﬀerent nucleotide sequences. Then
put all the constituent single strands together to
anneal and make up the tile.
D(Nk-1, 0')

Fig. 9. ssDNA representation of the two k-bit input numbers.

D(N0, 0')

E0
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u Constructing the computation tiles and output tiles:
Fig. 7 shows the various computation and output
tiles that have to be constructed. These tiles are
constructed by ﬁrst constructing the constituent
strands; and then allowing them to anneal together
to form the tile. Some copies of these strands
would be kept in a storage pool. The strands in
the storage pool may be duplicated periodically
using PCR. When a new computation starts, the
required tiles would be created from the constituent strands taken from the storage pool.
v Executing the computation and reading the result:
The computation can be executed in a small chamber or cell containing the computation tiles, into
which the input tile assemblies are added. The temperature and other conditions of the chamber
would be adjusted by external controls to allow
for the annealing of complementary sticky ends.
At the end of computation, Ligase is added to seal
the joints and then, the temperature of the chamber
is increased to break up the tile structure into single
strands. The result strand is then extracted by aﬃnity puriﬁcation using the complement of the ‘‘RES”
sequence. As a result, we will get an ssDNA of the
same format as the input strands. To output the
result of the computation we would use a modiﬁcation of the standard sequence-reading operation
that uses a combination of PCR and gel
electrophoresis.
The actual implementation details are not discussed here
since they fall outside the scope of this paper. However, we
believe that we make no arbitrary hypotheses. In fact, our
work is based on the assumptions and achievements that
come with DNA tiling computation in general.
5. Conclusion
DNA self-assembly is expected to be useful in various
applications. Our method for implementing arithmetic
computation extends the technique used by Brun for binary addition and multiplication. We propose binary subtraction and division operations using the tile assembly
model. Each computing operation in our systems is computed very fast through the self-assembly process and the
output of one computation can be directly passed as
input to another computation. Both systems use O(1)
input tiles and compute in O(k) and O(k2) steps, respectively. Furthermore, we provide a scheme to factor the
product of two prime numbers, and it is a breakthrough
in basic biological operations using a molecular computer by self-assembly. This feature performs the computation in the presence of a well-deﬁned border which set
limits on the extent of the calculation or patterning;
combining framed arrays will facilitate a modular
approach to the process. The theoretical analysis of systems that can assemble shapes or compute simpler func-
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tions has led to experimental manifestations of such
systems using DNA tiles. While most DNA computation
suﬀers from high error rates, self-assembly has yielded
results in error correction that may be used to decrease
the error rates. Most experimental results in DNA computation have not appealed to the advantages of crystal
growth; however, these early works on the fundamentals
of self-assembly and the physical experimental evidence
of actual DNA crystals suggest a bright future for
DNA computation.
The ﬁeld of nanotechnology holds tremendous promise. But many technical hurdles will have to be overcome
before algorithmic self-assembly can be developed into a
practical commercial technology. If the molecular and
supramolecular word can be controlled at will, then it
may be possible to achieve vastly better performance for
computers and memories. It might open up a host of
other applications in materials science, medicine and
biology.
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